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Introduction
Effectively driving a counter-fraud strategy requires an intimate 

understanding of a myriad of SIU measurements. From a 

planning perspective, one of the main starting points of 

understanding where your team is now, where they are headed, 

and how their progress tracks is digging into the numbers.  From 

there, you will move into determining which measurements are 

your Key Performance Indicators (KPI) that will drive your SIU’s 

target objectives. 



One key point to remember - you can 'metric' yourself into a micro-storm by going too far
down the rabbit-hole. You would not want to set all of these up as KPI’s - a target too
scattered gets you nowhere! Nor do you want to overburden your investigators with
administrative tick-counting.



But understanding and trending each of 

these areas will not only be a great learning 

exercise but will set the foundation for 

determining which are KPI’s and which will 

drive those numbers. It will also help to 

identify opportunities, strengths, 

challenges, and areas for focus to continue 

to lead your team's success.  



The best starting point is to start high-level and then dig down. 

Start with your overall department KPI. What does the overall 

performance look like? Is it trending improvements or a decline 

in performance? Then you will want to step into different layers 

to learn more about each section and sector. This will help you 

target for improvements. For example, St Louis may have a 

remarkably high Impact Savings, but Houston's is low. The next 

step would be to dig into both St Louis and Houston. Where is 

St Louis excelling? Where is Houston struggling? Look at 

multiple areas such as type of investigation and feature 

investigated, compare, and then coach to positive findings. 

LAYERS TO CONSIDER FOR TRACKING



Here are examples of layers that can be
peeled back for closer examination

Regional Area
State, City, County

---
Rating Territory

---
3- or 5-digits zip code

Select Underwriting
Groups

---
Line of Business

---
Agency

Individual Feature (BI)
---

Feature Groups
Injury 

(BI, UM, UBI, PIP, MED)
---

1st vs 3rd Party

Technology
---

Adjuster
---
SIU
---

Department

Geographic 
Area

Underwriting 
Characteristics

Type of
Feature

Referral 
Source

Loss Type
Investigated

Investigating
Groups

Negligent vs Non-negligent
---

1st vs 3rd Party Injury
---

Rear End, Minimal Impact,
Or Stop Sign

---
Staged Losses

---
Thefts

Individuals
---

Investigative Specialty
---

Section
---

Department



Chapter I
SIU Team Performance Tracking

A myriad of measures exists to track SIU performance. However, one drawback is that
very few SIU metrics are available in the public forum for comparative purposes. One
key point to remember though if you do have access to another SIU's results (internal or
external) is that it is all in the mechanics - the result is going to depend on what is
counted, versus what is not, definitions, and otherwise.

Different SIU's may catalogue events differently. So, the key is really to 
determine where you are, develop a strategy, and then trend for improvements 
against your own results. 

Once you understand where you are, you can use the layering method to dig down and 
pinpoint areas for coaching and improvement. For example, you may find that your SIU Case 
Impact % on property only losses is performing well, but injury losses may need some focus. 



Total dollar savings combined on all SIU Cases
Fraud Payment Avoidance (FPA)

This is an elusive dollar measure that is meant to track how much you are saving
as an SIU. Savings terms include Impacted and Mitigated – for our purposes we
will used “Impact”. Inherent in the struggle is how to measure something that
you prevented. Various method exists for tracking this number including:

o Using the Claim’s average claim loss payment for the feature investigated
and impacted (this can be overall, or by state for example)

o An estimated savings figured by the adjuster
o As estimate savings figured by the investigator



SIU Impact can be measured in several ways
SIU Impact Savings

Any dollar savings occurred, fraud or non-fraud, as a result of a finding on an
investigation. The savings here can be both fraud and non-fraud. Non-fraud examples
would include uncovering an incidental overlapping policy or a new driver that the
insured has not had time to report yet.

11 A dollar+ fraud savings occurred as a result of a fraud finding from an SIU
investigation - either at $1 or over a certain $ threshold

22

33 A finding of fraud regardless of the business decision made on the claim. This impact
is taken even if there is no actual $ savings on the claim. This is a finding-based
impact, not a results-based impact.



As a first example of KPI’s and drivers: You
determine that your SIU Case Impact % [=
SIU Cases Impacted / Total SIU Cases] is a
KPI for your organization, your next step will
be to learn which measurements will move
the SIU Impact % in a positive direction.
Some drivers that may move SIU Impact %
could be % of Quality Referrals and overall
number of Investigative Statements taken.

SIU Case 
Impact % 



In a second example, you have selected Claims
Defeated % [= SIU Total Cases Impacted /
Regular Claims Filed] as a KPI. To move this KPI,
two drivers could be the overall number of cases
referred to SIU (% of Claims Referred) and the
quality of the cases referred (% of Quality
Referrals.) We go into more details on these
measures later and close this review with some
tips on driving overall cases investigated
through analytics.

Claims 
Defeated %



Average 
Paid on SIU 

Claims

Another monetary tracking measure is the average paid 
on SIU investigated claims.  Typically, you would want to 
see this $ amount decline through a combination of 
quality referrals and quality investigations. 

• By case type
• By overall case and feature type
• Average trending result and change in result
• Cases closed without pay – count, trend, percent



% of Claims Investigated
[= Total SIU Cases / Total Regular Claims Filed]. This will show you how deep into the claim volume your SIU is
digging. The Coalition Against Insurance Fraud estimates this using Cases Referred to Claims Submitted. On
average, SIU’s are around 2%, with estimated fraud within Claims being 10%. These are averages with some carriers
at 15% and higher.

There are two ways to 
measure this to get a 

clear picture of the 
span of your 

investigations against 
claim volume: 

Overall Case to Claim % [= Total SIU Cases / Total Regular Claims Filed] - how
far is SIU digging into overall claim volume

Features [= SIU Features Investigated / Claims Features Opened] - dig into this
further both by individual feature (BI) and by feature group (BI / UM/ UBI / PIP /
MED)

11

22



% Claims Referred
[= Claims Referred to SIU / Total Claims Filed] What % of claims is referred to SIU. It is particularly important to use this
measure to identify opportunities to improve.

• By Source:
• By adjusters: individual, team, adjuster level
• From technology - datamining and analytic pulls by SIU
• By SIU investigator
• By non-Claims Departments (Underwriting, Subrogation, etc.)

• % of Quality Referrals – [= Total Referrals Accepted / Total Referrals Filed]. This is a measurement of %
of referrals that have fraud indicators or concerns and should have been referred.

• % of Referrals impacted by each source – [= Total Referrals Impacted / Total Referrals Filed]
• Referral reject reasons – tracking and providing feedback on the number of referrals rejected, the reject

reasons, and actions to improve the % accepted is key to moving overall results.



Orders Agreed upon Received by 
Count

Received by $ 
Amount

Initiated 
by SIU 



ROI & Cost Measures
There are many ways to track your 
efficiency as a return on and cost 
per investment.  

 Return on Fraud Savings  
[= Fraud Payment Avoidance / SIU Expenses]

 Cost per Case Opened  
[= SIU Cases Opened (or Closed) / SIU Expenses]

 Cost per Feature  
[= SIU Features / SIU Expenses]

 Cost per Referral  
[= SIU Referrals / SIU Expenses]



Productivity Case Load

Measures for use include the following, typically monthly:
o Cases or Features Assigned
o Cases or Features Closed
o Investigative Events - Field, desktop, tech, statements, etc.
o Closure Ratio – [= SIU Closures / SIU Assigns] – this measures the

pending movement. Is the investigator keeping their pending moving,
opening new cases and closing resolved cases at a comparable rate?

o Reopen Ratio – [= Reopens / Closures]. It is important to understand
what is reopening due to new information versus what was a premature
closure

This can be tracked in many ways. The key is to balance productivity with quality and detail or complexity of investigations. The
Coalition Against Insurance Fraud estimated average productivity in their 2020 Benchmarking Report by Cases Assigned.
However, this number varies widely from carrier to carrier.



Time in Process - Cycle Time 
Time in Process, also known as case life or cycle time, is a critical measure 
both to track and to balance. Keep open too long and a fraudulent claim 
could be paid, or an innocent customer leave the company. However just as 
detrimental is closing a case too quickly thereby missing out on defeating 
the fraud. Measures, typically in days, include:

• Referral to assign
• Referral to open
• Open to close
• Referral to close
• Assign to first event
• Time to contact all parties
• Time to complete all initial required steps (backgrounds, calls, 

statements, etc.)
• Time to first, second, and subsequent reports
• Time to case or report approval
• Time to return contacts (calls, texts, emails)
• Time per investigative stage (initial workup, active investigation, follow 

up, etc.)
• Time from event to claims update



Quality
This is a critical measure to ensure the integrity of the investigation 
by tracking quality and appropriate detail of the investigation. There 
are numerous ways to track quality and 'count' errors. It is 
especially important to ensure the quality of all steps, as well as 
those that could lead to both incriminating and exonerating 
evidence to ensure the integrity of investigations.
Nature of Error:
• Critical - a key piece of information or a critical step was missed 

(a key party such as a driver was not interviewed)
• Non-Critical - a miscellaneous or important but non-critical step 

was missed. (A technical miss such as checking a box)
Quality %
• % of Cases with no errors - critical and/or non-critical
• % of Case Categories with no errors (Backgrounds, Statements, 

Summary, etc.)
• Key points accomplished / required quality steps



Analytic Metrics
• Overall cases developed from analytics and datamining (number, % of total, 

% increase)
• Overall findings per cases developed (Impacted, exonerated, false positives, 

etc.)
• Number of link-analyses conducted
• Overall projects opened or completed (Major Case Post-Mortem, Look-Back, 

area trend analysis, fraud indicator trending, etc.)
• Overall savings created from analytics (see FPA & Impact)
• Major cases developed from analytics
• Restitution ordered resulting from analytics
• Ad hoc queries, analytic mining schemas developed
• Overall findings and recommendations by Major Case Post-Mortem. It is 

just as important to conduct a look-back into resolved Major Cases as it is 
an ongoing analytical assessment of open cases. This look-back allows you 
to take your findings and use them proactively to your advantage in 
detecting potential fraud earlier as you move ahead. 



Other Metrics
These metrics, as with any SIU metric,
require great care and feedback from
legal and management as to the
appropriate tracking method and level at
which to track. It is critically important
to ensure that the defeat of legitimate
fraud is the key and crucial target for
tracking any SIU metrics.

 Charges filed
 Prosecutions
 Convictions
 Civil suits filed / won
 Sentences
 Restitution ordered

 Confessions / admissions
 Denials - total and partial
 Withdrawals
 Exonerated
 Underwriting adjustments
 Recovery / restitution
 Closed without Payment

 Law Enforcement
 DOI
 NICB
 Boards

Legal 
Actions

Case 
Resolution

Agency 
Referrals



Chapter II
SIU INVESTIGATOR METRICS
Comparing SIU investigator and team metrics is a
balance. You must consider the types of cases to
start. Simple property only losses will result in quite
a different picture than complex injury cases. But it
does give you a starting point to see where you can
focus to coach for improvement. No matter how
skilled a person is at investigation, we all have room
to learn.



Number of statements for involved 
parties (field or desktop):

• Face to Face
• Phone
• WebEx / Zoom
• EUO

Statements 



• Event Data Recorder download & analysis
• Infotainment downloads
• Cell phone forensics
• Cause / origins
• Bio-mechanicals
• Accident reconstruction
• Key path analysis
• Paint transfer analysis

Number of Tech Events
(completed or assigned to a vendor) 



• Neighborhood canvasses
• By area
• By address

• Area camera or video - search and retrieval attempts
• Vehicle inspections and photos
• Scene canvass and photos
• Provider visits

• Clinics Inspection and photos
• Tow yard
• Body shop visits
• Attorney office

• Surveillance
• Information retrieval - police report, records, forms, etc.
• Field assists for Claims or another investigator

Number of Field Events



• Medical records review
• Backgrounds
• Social Media reviews
• File reviews
• Desktop canvass
• Claims updates
• Reports
• Phone Calls - connected, voicemail, no answer

Number of Desktop Events



• Referrals to the analyst group
• Overall findings from analyses
• Number of new cases setup from findings 

Number of Analytic 
Cases Initiated by 
investigator



Chapter III
Improving Cases Investigated Through Analytics
From a number’s perspective, once you have dissected, learned, lived, and understood the numbers, developed your KPI’s
and drivers, where do you go from there? Managing for improvement in an SIU is a multi-faceted endeavor. It takes
leadership, teamwork, coaching, learning from and with your team, brainstorming, planning, creating, working with other
departments, and so on.

One primary area of focus to drive overall results is through the quality of the cases referred and investigated. Are you
finding all the fraud? Or just the ‘tip of the iceberg’? The 'low-hanging fruit' is only about 20% of the fraud against a
company, with 80% of fraud sneaking under the radar! The Association of Certified Fraud Examiners estimated that
organizations worldwide lose 5% of their revenue to fraud annually. Cutting that number in half can double a profit
margin for a carrier with a 97.5% Combined Ratio. So how do you tip the scales and uncover the covert fraud hiding
below the surface?



The quality and quantity of cases investigated is at the core of an effective SIU. To really 

drive the bottom-line result for the company, the SIU must reduce the fraud dollars paid out 

by the company. To do that, you will need to drive the quality and quantity of the cases 

pulled into SIU for investigation. The better and more comprehensive the referrals, the more 

effective the team can be at reducing fraudulent payouts. This is where advanced analytics 

comes into the picture. Companies need instant access to actionable intelligence to uncover 

and stop nefarious activities before they happen. The challenge that comes along with it is 

that SIUs and analysts are exposed to more data than they can realistically process, 

especially manually. The practical application of performing advanced analytics over a large 

amount of data in a timely fashion is a challenging one. Crafting a scalable analytics 

package is critical to overcoming this challenge. It is important to ensure it is a suite that 

can grow, change, and adapt as the needs of the company progress. 

Referral Quality & Quantity



One critical element is a 'platinum' analytics
toolbox for your analyst team that will allow
them to streamline detection, reduce false
positives, and increase their efficiency both in
analyzing cases and in proactively finding hidden
fraud. A link analysis package that includes
identity resolution as well as data streams
(internal and external) fully integrated into the
link analysis tool itself is key. This creates the
ability to uncover the full 360-degree profile of
entities, including persons, organizations,
vehicles, and transactions, quickly and efficiently
without hours of data manipulation and
integration.

Full 360-degree profile of entities

John Doe



The link analysis platform should include the ability
to easily bring in and seamlessly fuse together
multiple layers of data one layer at a time to build a
profile, without hours and sometimes days of
importing and coding. It should include a clear
labeled sourcing for each data point for later
reference. The analyst should be able to save
multiple charts, including those with different views
of various sectors, as well as those illustrating the
progression of the analysis. It should include a report
function and a presentation capacity. The capability
of presenting findings live from an analytical chart is
critical and ensures greater understanding of the
overall scheme by all parties.

Layering Data in Analytics



Another key element is an analytics suite with an AI built-in engine that continually

scans all available data sources for suspicious patterns, identifies potential

matches, and provides SIU analysts and investigators with alerts and insightful

recommendations for optimized decisions. Other key package features should

include the ability to continuously monitor incoming claims and policies, alert

systems that can be tailored by the analyst, seamless real-time research of internal

claims and policy data as well as external data sources, the ability to facilitate

identification of entities from your own data that have been manipulated, and

allows proactive research based on your own key business points. Critical to these

points is the ability to seamlessly pull together multiple internal data sets and

tables for quick evaluation and analysis. And finally, the ability to grow, change,

expand, and improve is a critical requirement for the analytics package itself. To be

fluid as the company grows and evolves is paramount.

Ability to Optimize Decision Making



We hope you found this overview helpful in building and 

driving your counter-fraud strategy. At Globlue, our passion 

is Counter-Fraud.  Our mission is to partner with and 

provide the right tools for our clients in the fight against 

fraud through top-of-the-line counter fraud analytics 

technology, outstanding customer support, and first-class 

training.  We will collaborate with you to craft an analytics 

package that is scalable and tailored to your size, budget, 

business targets, team make-up, and strategy.  

Contact us today to get started! 



❝ We see this partnership as yet another positive step in helping our dual members have additional tools to combat
the ongoing challenges associated with insurance fraud. Mutual members will gain another advantage in the early
detection and prevention of fraud.❞
Dave Glawe, NICB President and CEO

❝ The ARKHOS TLOxp i2 Connector has united the power of TLO and i2 Analyst’s Notebook into a remarkable weapon in
our fight against insurance fraud. In minutes thousands of entities can be populated on an i2 chart, reconciled, merged
with other data, and visually associated with suspicious activities. ❞
Michael Krohn, Former Major Carrier CHO Operational Analyst

Testimonials



❝ ARKHOS provides great insights on detecting and analyzing insurance fraud, by proactively increasing the referral
rates while reducing false positives.❞
Stephen Spinner, Manager, SIU Analytics

❝ As a professor, I know how difficult it can be to teach software programs, so I was impressed to see how well our
Globlue trainer understood how to convey the training content in an accessible manner. In the future, Globlue will be
the first company I think of when I have an interest in i2 solutions. ❞
Stephen Coulthart, PH.D., UTEP

Testimonials



❝ Globlue Technologies did exceptional work on deploying our mission critical National Security Intelligence Center
along with key intelligence technologies that enabled us to enhance our special operations .❞
Special Agent P.S.

❝ ARKHOS has really helped us with some big cases recently. Many people here are extremely impressed with what
the link analysis tool has been able to do for us . ❞
Analyst, Major Carrier SIU

Testimonials
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